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HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Murder Gets a Life,
Anne George, Patricia Anne can't imagine why Mary Alice is in such an uproar over her son Ray's
new bride. Sunshine Dabbs is Ucute as can be," even if she is a bit unconventional, which should
hardly come as a shock to Mary Alicc given that she's the one who raised her boy. But with all her
motherly instincts, Mary Alice is sure that this sweet little blonde Barbie doll--who met her son in
Bora Bora after she won the trip on Wheel of Fortune--thinks she's found herself a fortune in Ray's
hefty wallet. The sisters can't wait to get a look at Sunshine's family, and quite a look it turns out to
be. As soon as Meemaw Turkett invites Mary Alice and Patricia Anne into her cozy trailer on the
family compound they stumble over a corpse, and Meemaw's best hog butchering knife is stuck in
its chest. Meemaw, a Cabbage Patch look-alike and Sunshine's grandmother, guardian, and the
family matriarch is shocked to pieces and immediately summons the family to her trailer. Pawpaw,
a lovable bearded grump has his own trailer, and their grown kids...
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This book is really gripping and interesting. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am very easily will get a delight of reading a written ebook.
-- Ms. Sadie Padberg IV-- Ms. Sadie Padberg IV

A very wonderful pdf with lucid and perfect answers. Of course, it is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like just
how the article writer compose this book.
-- Gunner Haag-- Gunner Haag
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